Dahlia ‘Dahlightful’
Dahlia Hybrids
Key Benefits
For many years gardeners have grown Dahlia hybrids as part of their Spring, Summer
and Autumn gardens. Most everyone in gardening knows about the superb Dahlia family.
They perform well in sunny garden beds with their stately heads of highly coloured
flowers held high above the plants. They are great in landscapes and planted into larger
garden containers. Flowers can be harvested for indoor décor and make splendid, long
lasting floral arrangements. Highly recommended for a great show in your garden.
Origin
Full Sun

Premium Potting Mix

The ‘Dahlightful’ Series are hybrids and are selected from a breeding programme in
the USA. Early collections of Dahlia species and seed sources were extensive so direct
parentage is not really possible to identify. The pathway is muddled. It is thought that
‘Dahlightful’ Dahlias have D.variabilis, D. coccinea and D. hortensis in their ancestry.
They were bred with the aim of forming few if any tubers. This means that they are earlier
finishing either in the garden or in pots and make attractive quick growing container plants
where the show they make is outstanding. The original Dahlias growing in nature came
from South and Central America.
Uses

Keep Moist

Most gardens would welcome a planting of ‘Dahlightful’ Dahlias. In mixed borders or
planted, stand alone in rows the final effect is one to dream about. Sunny beds with free
flowing air movement are beneficial. Grow as stand alone plants in large garden pots or
plant into the garden for the results you can only dream about.
CARE

1m

50cm

Caution: Harmful if
eaten, skin and eye
irritant.
Wear gloves and wash
hands after gardening.

Look for this plant in all good
garden nurseries.
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For best results the soil must have high humus content. Prepare the garden bed or potting
mix before planting incorporating compost. Before planting incorporate a complete
fertiliser that has a high phosphorus and potash content. Watch the nitrogen content as high
amounts result in stem and foliage growth at the expense of flowering. Then plant your
‘Dahlightful’ Dahlia as directed on the plant label. Weekly removal of spent flowers will
prolong flowering by as much as 50%. Cutting flowers and foliage for floral decorations is
encouraged as again the flowering numbers are enhanced. As the weather cools the plants
will stop and begin to look poorly. At this stage prune the plants right back and if in a pot
lower the watering until the plant begins to reshoot. Keep in a warmer area out of cold
breeze.
Another super selection from the team at Proven Winners.

‘Dahlightful Crushed Crimson’

‘Dahlightful Tupelo Honey’

‘Dahlightful Lively Lavender’

